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RADHE CODE OF PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES FOR FAIR DISCLOSURE OF
UNPUBLISHED PRICE SENSITIVE INFORMAT!ON

[SEBI (Prohibition of lnsider Trading) Regulations, 2015]

"RADHE" Code of Practices and Procedures

for Fair Disclosure of Unpublished Price

Sensitive lnformation (hereinafter referred as the Code of Fair Disclosure) is framed

in line with

SEBI

(Prohibition of lnsider Trading) Regulations, 2015. The Code of Fair

Disclosure has been adopted by

the Board of Directors of the Company through

Circular Resolution passed on June 13, 2015 and shall be effective from June 15,
20L5.

This Code

of Practices and Procedures for Fair Disclosure of

Unpublished Price

Sensitive lnformation (Code for Disclosure) is based on the facts and circumstances

of the trading history and precedence of the company as has been envisaged
Regulation 8(1)

of Securities and Exchange Board of lndia'(Prohibition of

in

lnsider

Trading Regutations), 2015. Hourever, while appreciating the history and precedence

of the trading and shareholding pattern of the company as well as the conduct of
employees and stakeholders, the company will consistently follow dissemination and
preservation of information as per the present Policy framed by the company.
Fact:

1.

The company is engaged in Real Estate business including buying and selling land.

The share of the company is regularly traded on BSE, however, there has not
been significant bulk deals after the year 2010.
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2.

The shareholdine distribution pattern of the companv as on 31't March, 20L5 is
as

follows:

Shares Range

t-

Folios

Shares

Percent Shares

Percent Holding

500

2L21562

15993

8.4256

86.7252

501

-

1000

941683

tt74

3.7398

6.3662

1001

-

2000

977480

554

3.8820

3.5464

3000

538303

2L5

2.L378

1.1659

4000

309782

85

L.2303

.4609

5000

326368

69

L,296L

.3742

10000

893304

L25

3.5477

.6778

50000

2058951

101

8.L770

.5477

s0001 - 100000

443108

7

1.7598

.0380

16569359

18

65.8039

.0976

25179900

18441

100.0000

100.0000

3001 4001 5001 10001 2001

100001 - And Above

* Total *

**

For All Status lncluding Promoter

3.
Categor
v
code

**

The shareholdine pattern of the companv as on 31st March. 2015 is as foltows:
Category of
Shareholder

Number of
Shareholder
s

Total

Number of

number

shares held in

of

shares

Total shareholding

of

as a percentage

dematerialized

total number of

form

shares

Asa
perenta
ge

of(A+B)r

Shares pledged

or

otherwise encumbered

Asa

Number

Asa

percenta

ofShares

Percentage

ge

of

(A+B+C
)
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Central
Govemment/ State
Govemment(s)

Financial
Ins.titutions/ Banks

Sub

Total(AXl)

Central
GovernmenU State
Government(s)
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Individuals -i.
Individual
shareholders

holding nominal
share capital up to
Rs I lakh

Any Other
(speci&) - Trust &
Foundation

Shares held by
Custodians and

against which
Depository
Receipts have been

Note:

Thaeis no separale

class

otsecurilyolthecompanyexceptEqut$ sharcs, hencevoting dghtstulenerrtis not

applicable lo lhe
corrrpan!
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4. The share Trading History

of the person belonging to promoter group since last 3

years is as follows:
SHARE HOLDING YEAR WISE

5.

ASHISH P PATEL

JAHNAVI A PATET

31.03.2013

2108359 .8.37%l

5338479

31.03.2014

2350732 8.34%l

5510774 0r.88%l

31.03.2015

3357753 (13.33%l

5738396 Q2.78%l

121--20%l

The share Trading History of the significant stakeholder since last 3 years

is

follows:
SHARE HOLDING YEAR WISE

5.

The regulation is based on envisaging market outcome in price of the shares of
the company being prospective act in future,

7.

The element

of uncertainty of

likely market outcome

is

beyond the

comprehension of the Company and the future price discovery, besides, may
have an influence of inherent vagaries and volatiiity of capital market; including
demand and supply in the shares of the company.
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8. The company is of

reasonable view

that the (36.30%l shareholding of the

promoters is far less than the (63.70%) shareholding falting in public category

as

on 31't March, 2Ot5 and therefore the balance of convenience arising out of
demand and supply in the trading in shares of the company is always in favour of

the shareholders in public category to influence the price discovery of the shares
of the company.

9. The SEBI (SAST) Regulation,lOLL

permits the promoters to consolidate holding,

through creeping acquisition, upto a maximum of 5% in each financial year
subject a maximum holding reaching 75% of the tota! paid up share capitat of the
company. The promoters are trading in the shares of the company and intend to
consolidate their holding through creeping acquisition route.

10.The spirit of the regulation has been to strike equality of access of information

between the act

of

privileged and unprivileged shareholders

in the price

discovery of the shares of the company. However, the fact of the company has

been that except the trading by promoters, there has not been trading by
employees or hardly negligible trading by any oth'er stakeholders, in the shares

of the company, whose conduct is being intended to be regulated to protect the
interest

of

unpriviteged sharehotder;

Events likely to materially affect the price:

(i) financial

results; as specified in clause

4tof the

Listing Agreement

(ii) dividends; as and when recommended by the Board of Director
(iii)change

in capital structure; as and when recommended by the

Board of Director
(iv) mergers, de-mergers, acquisitions, delistings, disposals and
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(v) expansion of business and such other transactions; as specified
in
Listing Agreement

(vi)changes in Key Managerial Personnel; and; as and when intimation
is received by the company

(vii)

materia! events in accordance with the tisting agreement.

Notes: The following information will not be considered as UpSl on the basis of facts
and
circumstances.

1.

The trades being contrary to the nature of UpSl;

2.

Communication of UPSI by any insider, where such communication is tegitimately
necessary for performance of duties or discharge of legal obligations;

3. the trades were

pursuant to a tiading plan compliant with the requirements of

the regulations;

4. the insider being

an innocent recipient of UPSI or placed reliance on information

not believed to be UpSl;

5. the trades are made by a duly authorised

person other than the insider without

any reference to or prior knowledge of the insider although the trades may have
been made on behalf of the insider;

6.

A person trades on the basis of contents of an information, which later turns out

to have contained

UPSI illegally. procured by someone

who is not a connected

person, the fact that a bona fide recipient of that information and traded when in
possession of that information should not be treated as insider;
7

.

ln situations, where both the buyer and the seller of securities are in possession
of identical information, the trade by them will not be considered as insider;
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8. where the person in possession of the

UPSI is different from

takes the trading decisions
.and the

the person who

two are segregated by effective

arrangements, the purpose of the prohibition would not be attracted;

ln light of the above, in the present Code of Disclosure, the Company intends to ensure
the following:

Chapter

- lV: Reeulation 8(11:

Code of Fair

l.

Disclosure

'

The Company will endeavor

,

to promptly disclose unpublished price

sensitive

information to the public having nature and character of influencing and/or
impacting the affairs and operations of the company in significant and material

manner, which may likely

to

have impact on price discovery, materially, no

sooner than credible and conrete information comes into being in order to make
such information generally available.

Note:

1.1The nature and character

of information

bearing significance and

materiality to the operation and affairs of the company would be such
UPSI

which influences the net worth of the company to the extent of 50%

or profit of the company to the extent of 25%or turnover of the company
to the extent of 50% and book value of the company to the extent of

40%,

whichever is higher.
1.2 Price discovery

for the security would not be exposed if either the circuit

limit as may be prescribed by the Stock Exchange or

20Yo,

whichever

is

higher on either side from the last traded price on the Stock Exchange has
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been trigger with respect to the prospect of an insider, materially, who is

benefitting from trading when in possession of UPSI. ln the absence of the
ability to discover price in a market through an inter-play of demand and
supply, it would not be possible to envisage an insider benefitting from his
possession of UPSI and the lack of such information in possession of the

others in the market;

ll.

The Company wil! endeavor to promptly, uniformly and universally disseminate

unpublished price sensitive information havi4g nature and character of
influencing and/or impacting the affairs and operations

of the company in

significant and material manner, which may impact price discovery to the extent

of circuit filter or the 20o/o of lbst traded price, whichever is higher, to

avoid

inadvertent selective disclosure or otherwise to make such information generally
available

lll.

As of now, the size of the business of the company is quite negligible compared

to other players in similar peer group in Real Estate Business. The total no. of
shareholders

in public

category

is meager 18,432 as on 31't March, 2015.

However, efforts will be made to find affordable and su'itable candidate

designated

to

be

as senior officer as chief investor relations officer ("Chief

lnvestor Relations Officer") who'shall dea! with the dissemination of information
and disclosure of Unpublished Price Sensitive lnformation.

!V.

The Company will endeavor to give appropriate and fair response to queries on

news reports and requests for verification

of market rumours by regulatory

authorities; however, the company intends to utilize its discretion to verify as
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V.

also to give or not to give

to market rumours or media reports found to be with

an intention of maligned propaganda against the company or its promoters,
designated person and stakeholders.

Vl.

The Company will ensure that the information shared with financial analysts and

financial research personnel is not unpublished price sensitive information.

Vll.

The Company intends

to develop practices to make transcripts or

records of

proceedings

of meeting with financia!

conferences

on the official website to ensure official confirmation

analysts and other investor relations
and

documentation of disclosures made. The company will review the same from
time to time as may be required on the basis of the facts and circumstances.

Vlll.

The Company will handle all unpublished price sensitive information on a need-

to-know basis.

Note: While appreciating the Shareholding as on date of 31't March, 2015, it
appears that in the history of the company since the date of listing on the Stock
Exchange, except promoters

of the company, hardly any employee of the

company, other stake holders in their corporate capacity has ever held the shares

of the company above 5% which can affect the price discovery process while in
possession

of

UPSI. The company believes

that in absence of significant trading

by employees or other stakeholders, i.e. the loyal conduct and an environment of

free, fair, and transparent flow of information based on absolute mutua! trust
amongst all, deserves appreciation besides continuing the same on as is where

ffis
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basis, instead

of framing new policies for flow of information and

thereby

manifesting the reason of creating suspicious in the mind of loyal employees and

other stakeholders. ln light of this history and precedence, the company is of the
genuine view that the agtions relating

to enforcement

against insider trading

would necessarily depend on the facts and circumstances of each case of
indulgence in price discovery based on UPSI as defined hereinabove.

Date:13.06.2015
Place: Ahmedabad
Ashish Patel
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